This paper introduces the Kell calculus, a new process calculus that retains the original insights of the M-calculus (local actions, higher-order processes and programmable membranes) in a much simpler setting. The calculus is shown expressive enough to provide a direct encoding of several recent distributed process calculi such as Mobile Ambients and the Distributed Join calculus.
Introducing the Kell calculus
The Kell calculus is in fact a family of calculi that share the same constructs and that differ only in the language of message patterns used in triggers (see below). In this section, we present informally the different constructs of the Kell calculus using an element of this family, that enjoys a very simple pattern language.
The core of the calculus is the asynchronous higher-order -calculus. Among the basic constructs of the calculus we thus find:
the null process, 0; process variables, x; the restriction, a : P, where a is a name, P is an arbitrary Kell calculus process, and is a binding operator;
the parallel composition, P j Q; messages of the form, ahe ui, where a is a name, and where e u is a vector of elements u that can be either a name or a process.
triggers, or receivers, of the form . P , where is a message pattern and P is an arbitrary kell calculus process.
In this section, patterns are given by the following grammar:
::= ah e wi j ah e wi " j ah e wi # 
j a x]
where e w is a vector of elements w, which can be either a name, a name variable of the form (b) , where b is a name, or a process variable x. Name and process variables are of course bound in patterns and their scope extend to the process of the right-hand side of the trigger sign ..
To this higher-order -calculus core, we add just one construct, the kell construct, a P], which is used to localize the execution of a process P at location (we say "kell") a.
In the Kell calculus, computing actions can take five simple forms, illustrated below:
1. Creation of a (globally unique) new name as in the reduction below, where is a global environment that records the names that have been created during a (top-level) computation, and where b is a fresh name that doe not appear in P or :
` a : P ! Pfb=ag a ] f bg 2. Receipt of a local message, as in the reduction below, where a message, ahQi, on port a, bearing the process Q, is received by the trigger ahxi . P :
ahQi j (ahxi . P ) ! PfQ=xg 3. Receipt of a message originated from the environment of a kell, as in the reduction below, where a message, ahQi, on port a, bearing the process Q, is received by the trigger ahxi " . P , located in kell b (by convention, we do not mention the name environment in a reduction when it is left unchanged): ahQi j b ahxi " . P ] ! b PfQ=xg]
In pattern ahxi " , the up arrow " denotes a message that should come from the outside of the immediately enclosing kell.
4. Receipt of a message originated from a sub-kell, as in the reduction below, where a message, ahQi, on port a, bearing the process Q, and coming from sub-kell b, is received by the trigger ahxi # . P , located in the parent kell of kell b:
(ahxi # . P ) j b ahQi j R] ! PfQ=xg j b R]
5. Suspension of a kell, as in the reduction below, where the sub-kell named a is destroyed, and the process Q it contains is sent in a message on port b:
Actions of the form 1 and 2 above are standard -calculus actions. The handling of restriction is a bit unconventional but it will be motivated in section 3 below. Actions of the form 3 and 4 are just extensions of the message receipt action of the -calculus to the case of triggers located inside a kell. They can be compared to the communication actions in the Boxed Ambients calculus.
Actions of the form 5 are characteristic of the Kell calculus. They allow the environment of a kell to exercize control over the execution of the process located inside a kell. Consider for instance the process P, defined as P = stoph(b)i .(b x] . 0). We have the following reductions:
In this example, the environment of kell a collects it, thus destroying it and the process Q that it holds. Other forms of control over process execution are possible. Consider the process P and R defined as:
We have the following reductions:
In this example, the environment of kell a first suspends its execution (there is no evaluation under a ah:i context), and then resumes it (processes can execute under a a :] context).
The higher-order nature of the calculus, together with the above control capability, allows the definition of different forms of programmable "membranes" around kells. Here are some simple examples.
Assume that all triggers in process K are of the form ahxi . : : : , and that all messages emitted towards the environment of kell a are of the form mhb : : : i, where b is a target kell. We can define around kell a the following membranes:
a membrane around kell a that does nothing (it just allows messages destined to, or emitted by, a to be transmitted without any control).
Intercepting membrane: Let M = ahxi " . P (x) j mhb yi # . Q (b y). Then c M j ahKi] defines a membrane around kell a that triggers behaviour P(x) when a message ahxi seeks to enter kell a, and behaviour Q(y) when a message mhyi seeks to leave kell a. . r hdowni Then, c M j a K]] defines a membrane around kell a that allows to stop the execution of locality a (simulating a failure in a fail-stop model), and that implements a simple failure detector via the ping operation. Compare these operations with the 1l -calculus model of failures [1] .
Actions in the Kell calculus obey a locality principle that states that any computing action should involve only one locality at a time (and its environment, when considering crossing locality boundaries). In particular, notice that there are no reductions in the calculus that, similar to the Mobile Ambients in move, would involve two adjacent kells. In particular, we do not have reductions of the following forms:
P ::= 0 j x j . P j a : P j ahui j P j P j a P] u ::= a j P 
Syntax
The syntax of the Kell calculus is given in Figure 1 It is parameterized by the pattern language used to define patterns in triggers . P . We assume an infinite set N of names, and an infinite set V of process variables. We assume that N \ V = . We let a b n m and their decorated variants range over N; and p q x y range over V. The set L of identifiers is defined as L = N V.
Terms in the Kell calculus grammar are called processes. We note K the set of Kell calculus processes.
We let P, Q and their decorated variants range over processes. We call kell a process of the form a u].
The name a in a kell a u] is called the name of the kell. We let K L and their decorated variants range over kells and parallel composition of kells. In a kell of the form a : : : j aj uj] j : : : j Q k j : : : ] we call subkells the processes aj uj]. We call message a process of the form ahui. We let M Nand their decorated variants range over messages and parallel composition of messages. The syntax of parallel compositions of kells and messages is given in Figure 2 .
In a term a:P, the scope extends as far to the right as possible. We use e u to denote finite vectors (u1 : : : u q). We use standard abbreviations from the the -calculus: a 1 : : : a q:P for a 1: : : : a q:P , or e a:P if e a = (a1 : : : a q). By convention, if the name vector e a is null, then e a:P = P. We abbreviate ahP1 : : : P ni a message of the form ah1hP1i j : : : j nhPnii, where 1 : : : n : : : belong to N. We abbreviate a a message of the form ah0i. We also note Q j2J Pj, J = f1 : : : n g the parallel composition (P1 j (: : : (Pn;1 j Pn) : : : )). By convention, if J = , then Q j2J Pj = 0.
A Kell calculus context is a term C built according to the grammar given in Figure 3 . Filling the hole in C with a Kell calculus term Q results in a Kell calculus term noted CfQg. We let C and its decorated variants range over Kell calculus contexts. We make use of a specific form of contexts, called evaluation contexts (noted E), which are used to specify the operational semantics of the calculus.
A pattern acts as a binder in the calculus. A pattern can bind name markers, of the form (a), where a 2 N, and process markers, of the form (x), where x 2 V. All markers appearing in a pattern are bound by the pattern. Name markers can only match names. Process markers can only match processes. In a slight abuse of notation, we frequently dispense with the parenthesis (:) around markers (especially process markers) when it is clear from the context which identifiers act as markers 1 .
A process P matches a pattern if there is a substitution (i.e. a function : N ! N ]V ! K, from names to names and process variables to Kell calculus terms that is the identity except on a finite set of 1 Pattern languages used in this paper do not make use of free process variables in trigger patterns. As a consequence, this convention can be employed systematically for process markers since there is no risk of confusing a process marker with a free process variable. Figure 4 : Free names and free variables
. P . P terms, such that = P (i.e. such that the image of pattern under substitution is the process P). We also make use of context-dependent patterns. Such patterns typically include a side condition or a guard that depends on the current evaluation context. Matching for these patterns is defined as for standard patterns, but using the notion of a context-dependent substitution. A context-dependent substitution is a function that maps pairs hE u i of Kell calculus execution contexts and identifiers onto names or Kell calculus terms. We note P E the image of the term P under substitution , given a context E.
We make the following assumptions on pattern languages:
One can decide whether a pattern matches a given term and the result of applying a substitution on markers to a pattern is a Kell calculus process. Generally, given a context E, we say that a pattern matches a kell calculus term P in context E, if there exists a context-dependent substitution such that E = P. A pattern language is compatible with the structural congruence defined below, i.e. if P Q then there is no Kell calculus context that can distinguish between P and Q. Also, there are no such that 0.
Pattern languages are equipped with a structural congruence relation, noted . Pattern languages are also equipped with a function sk, which maps a pattern to a parallel composition of actions (see section 3.3 below). Intuitively, :sk corresponds to the set of ports on which pattern expects messages or kells (we use a postfix notation for sk).
Pattern languages are equipped with four functions fn, bn, fv, and bv, that map a pattern to its set of free names, bound names, free process variables and bound process variables, respectively.
The other binder in the calculus is the operator, which corresponds to the restriction operator of the -calculus. Notions of free names (fn) and free variables (fv) are classical and are defined in Figure 4 .
We note P = Q when two terms P and Q are -convertible.
Reduction Semantics
The operational semantics of the Kell calculus is defined in the CHAM style [2] , via a structural congruence and a reduction relation. The structural congruence is the smallest equivalence relation that verifies the rules in Figure 5 . The rules S.PAR.A, S.PAR.C, S.PAR.N state that the parallel operator j is associative , commutative, and has 0 as a neutral element. Note that, in rule S.TRIG, we rely on the structural congruence relation on patterns, also noted .
Notice that we do not have structural congruence rules that deal with scope extrusion as in thecalculus. This is because, in presence of the possibility of suspending executing processes, the standard Let }f(N) be the set of finite subsets of N. We let and its decorated variants range over }f(N).
The reduction relation ! is the smallest relation ! (}f(N) K) 2 that verifies
j fn(P ) g and that satisfies the rules given in Figure 6 . We write `P ! P 0 a 0 for (h P i h 0 P 0 i) 2 ! .
Intuitively, such a reduction means that, in a context where the current set of created names is and is such that fn(P )
, process P can evolve into process P 0 , possibly creating new names in the process, which are recorded in 0 . When the set is unchanged during a reduction, we abbreviate `P ! P 0 a to P ! P 0 .
Notice that we allow pattern matching on messages and subkells within the same kell, and only on messages external to the kell, or within a subkell. This means that only messages are allowed to cross the boundary of a kell.
The basic reduction rules of the calculus R.RED.S and R.RED.H in Figure 6 look rather involved but their nature can be easily revealed by considering the derived rules in Figure 7 . Rules IN and OUT correspond, respectively, to the case of messages entering a kell, and to the case of messages leaving a kell. These rules are themselves just extensions of rule BETA, which is the standard reduction rule of the asynchronous -calculus, extended to take filtering into account. Rules IN and OUT indicate that messages can cross kell boundaries, and that crossing a kell boundary requires the presence of a trigger on the other side of the boundary. Note that rules R.RED.S and R.RED.H take into account the possibility for patterns to match parallel composition of messages occurring at different levels (outside the receiving kell and within subkells of the receiving kell). 
Labelled transition system semantics
We define in this section a labelled transition system for Kell calculus processes. The labelled transition system is defined by means of a commitment relation in the style of the commitment rules for thecalculus defined in [13] . We define first a notion of concretion. A concretion C is given by the grammar in Figure 8 , where u and P are as in Figure 1 .
We define the functions red, pld, and ctx on concretions (we use a postfix notation for these functions): We then define a notion of abstraction. An abstraction F is given by the grammar in Figure 9 , where , P are as in Figure 1 , and C is a concretion. An agent A is a Kell calculus process P, a concretion C or an abstraction F. We note A the set of agents. We let A, B and their decorated variants range over agents; F, G, and their decorated variants range over abstractions; C,D and their decorated variants range over concretions.
We define the effects of operators "j" and "@" on concretions and abstractions thus:
:Pj Q = :(P j Q) (C1 j C2) j Q = C1 j (C2 j Q) F j P = F@(0:P) ( The notions of free names, free variables, bound names and bound variables extend immediately to agents. We also extend the structural congruence relation over agents by defining it as the smallest equivalence relation (also noted ), that contains the structural congruence relation on Kell calculus processes, and that satisfies the rules in Figure 10 , and that satisfies the rules in Figure 12 . We write `P ;;! A a 0 for (h P i h 0 A i) 2 R, and P ;;! P 0 for `P ;;! P 0 a and fn (P ) . The correspondence between the reduction semantics and the labelled transition semantics is given by the following theorems. Theorem 2 For all P P 0 , `P ;! P 0 a 0 if and only if there exists P 00 such that P ! P 00 and P 00 P 0 .
Encodings
We illustrate in this section the expressive power of the Kell calculus by defining encodings of several process calculi with localities. In this section, we rely on a specific pattern language whose syntax is given in Figure 13 . Intuitively, a pattern of the form :: matches processes which match the pattern , provided that, in the current evaluation context, the predicate is satisfied (note that the scope of bound names or variables appearing in pattern extends to predicate ). The intuition behind the predicates given in Figure 13 In a given context C c j Q], predicate a 2 b C is true if there is a subkell b of c that has a subkell named a.
In a given context C c j Q], predicate a 2 b C is true if there is a subkell b of c that has a subkell named a, or that is such that one of its subkells verifies the predicate a 2 C . where and are predicates defined by: We also use several abbreviations in the encodings. We define first receptive triggers, i.e. triggers that are preserved during a reduction. Let t 2 N, and P be such that t 6 2 fn( ) fn(P ). In a construction reminiscent of the fixed point operator defined in CHOCS [20] , we define P by: P = t :Y(P t) j thY (P t)i Y (P t) = j thyi . P j y j thyi Let C, Q, Q 0 , R, M, N, K and be as in the premises of rule R.RED.H. Then, it is easy to show
We also use abstraction (x)P and application P Q . The resulting extended calculus is defined by induction thus (notice the implicit typing to ensure well-formed processes):
Encoding the synchronous -calculus
The asynchronous -calculus is a direct subcalculus of the Kell calculus. Because of its higher-order character, the Kell calculus can also encode directly the synchronous -calculus. An encoding of the synchronous (polyadic) -calculus with name matching and input guarded sums (cf [16] for a definition) is given below, where we assume that the names 1 : : : n : : : , and k do not appear free in P, Pj, Q, and where e b = b1 : : : b n, e b j = b j 1 : : : b j n j , j 2 J.
If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for the -calculus that replaces the usual structural congruence rules for restriction, matching and replication by the following reduction rules:
` a : P! Pfb=ag a ] b !P ! !P j P a = a]P ! P then we obtain
where R is a parallel composition of inert processes of the form a:a j . P or a : aj P. Conversely, if
Encoding Mobile Ambients
For simplicity, we present in this section an encoding of Mobile Ambients without local anonymous communication. The encoding we define below could be easily amended to account for it. The encoding is deadlock-free, but it relies on a simple locking scheme that reduces the parallelism inherent in ambient reductions. The encoding is also divergence-free, but it relies on the use of patterns with predicates of the form b 2 a C. An encoding that does not suffer from these limitations is certainly possible (e.g. one could mimick the protocol employed in the Join calculus implementation of ambients described in [8] ) but it would be more complex.
The encoding of Mobile Ambients in the Kell calculus is given below, where we assume that the names 1, : : : , n, : : : , t, to, up, in, out, open, amb, make, query, collect, and k do not appear free in P Q.
amb z] . k :collectha k toha in m p z ii j YQ(a k)) j (t j outhm pi # .
amb z] . k :collectha k up ha out m p z ii j YQ(a k)) T(a t) = (t j amb z] j openha pi . t j amb z j y]))
A few comments on this encoding are in order. The encoding uses abstraction and application abbreviations defined above, as well as a garbage collector process Collector defined as follows: Since, in Mobile Ambients, there can be several ambients bearing the same name within the same ambient, authentication by Collector is required prior to collecting a given ambient.
The encoding of the ambient construct, a P], is typical of encoding of calculi with explicit locations.
The process A(a) in the encoding can be understood as implementing the interaction protocol that is characteristics of Mobile Ambients. Encoding of other forms of ambient calculi would involve defining different variants of this process. Process AmbEnv is a helper process that characterizes the environment required by Mobile Ambients, and that provides garbage collection and factory facilities. The auxiliary processes A(a) and AmbEnv are defined below. We use a lock t per ambient to avoid conflicts between concurrent moves. Process S(a t) starts the execution of in and out moves at the source ambient. Process T(a t) implements the open primitive and terminates the execution of in and out moves originated at a source ambient within process S. Notice that all the ambient primitives lead to the the destruction of the source ambient, which is later recreated at the end of execution of the in and out primitives. Process F(a t) aborts transactions implementing the in and out moves if they cannot complete successfully (i.e. if the required ambient is not present).
If we adopt the slightly unconventional semantics for Mobile Ambients that replaces the usual structural congruence rules for restriction and replication by the following reduction rules:
` a : P!M AP fb=ag a ] b !P !MA!P j P then we easily obtain
Encoding the DJoin calculus
An encoding of the Distributed Join (DJoin) calculus can be obtained as follows. For simplicity, we consider only the DJoin calculus without failures. An encoding of the Djoin with fail-stop failures can be obtained by refining the encoding below with failure constructs similar to those introduced in section 2. For any DJoin definition D, we note df(D) the set of names (channels and locations) it defines. The DJoin encoding is a function of a name that keeps track of the current DJoin location. It is defined by induction as follows, where we assume that m, mm, loc, collect, query, make, va, enter do not occur free in P, D: 
Some comments are in order. Note that the encoding of a DJoin locality takes the same general form as that of a Mobile Ambient: a locality a has a controlling process DJ(a), that implements the basic interaction protocol that governs a DJoin locality. The latter includes: routing messages on the basis of the target locality, implementing locality migration, by means of the Go(a) and Enter(a) processes. Note that the encoding given above is faithful to the DJoin semantics, since migration is only allowed if the target locality does not appear as a sublocality of the current locality 2 . We obtain
, then P ! DJ Q.
Conclusion
We have introduced in this paper a family of new process calculi that we call collectively the Kell calculus. Calculi in this family share the same basic constructs and operational semantics rules. They differ only on the language of patterns used in trigger (or receiver) processes. A Kell calculus essentially consists in an extension of the asynchronous higher-order -calculus with hierarchical localities. We have shown by means of encodings of Mobile Ambients and of the Distributed Join calculus that the Kell calculus has considerable expressive power. The report [18] shows how to encode the M-calculus in the Kell calculus used in section 4. All these encodings are locality-preserving, in the sense that they translate a locality a P] in one calculus into a kell of the form a M(a) j t [ [P ] ]]] j Env, where Env is a stateless process. We believe such locality-preserving encodings can be derived for most process calculi with localities which have been proposed in the litterature, including the numerous variants of Mobile Ambients, Nomadic Pict, D [9] , Klaim [14] , and DiTyCo [11] . Obtaining such encodings would give strong evidence that the Kell calculus embodies very fundamental constructs for distributed programming.
To the best of our knowledge, the dual use which is made in the Kell calculus of the locality construct
a P], both as a locus for computation and as a handle for controlling the execution of located process, is new. The encodings provided in this paper show that a single (higher-order) objective control construct is sufficient to capture the variety of subjective migration primitives which have been proposed recently, in ambient calculi and other distributed process calculi. At the same time, this construct is powerful enough to model fail-stop failures, an important requirement for practical distributed programming. Much work remains to be done, however, to assess the foundational character of the calculus with respect to distributed programming. Apart from the derivation of locality-preserving encodings mentioned above, the following issues are worth considering:
Developing a bisimulation theory for the Kell calculus. Apart from the difficulties inherent with the higher-order character of the calculus, it would be interesting to obtain a theory parametric in the pattern language used.
Developing type systems for the Kell calculus. Numerous type systems have been developed for mobile Ambients and their variants. It would be interesting to transfer these results (in particular the ones dealing with resource and security constraints) to the Kell calculus. Of particular interest would be the transfer of the type system developed for the M-calculus that guarantees the unicity of locality names, since this corresponds to a practical constraint in today's networks.
Introducing the possibility to share processes among different kells. If one considers a kell (or locality) not only as a locus of computation but also as a component, sharing among kells appears as an important practical requirement. However, sharing raises considerable difficulties, which are very much related to the aliasing problem in object-oriented programming.
